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On 7 September 1999 a magnitude MW55.9 earthquake occurred in the Athens

area of Greece producing a subsidence of 6–7 cm detected by radar

interferometry. This study introduces a processing technique, which produces a

clear deformation pattern of the earthquake, mostly released from artefacts due

to orbital effects, unwrapping cycle slipping errors and atmospherics distur-

bances. A set of 17 ERS-1 and ERS-2 SAR images acquired between December

1997 and January 2001 has been used. The contribution of each artefact to the

interferograms was calculated, both in the frequency and spatial domains.

1. Introduction

Satellite radar interferometry has been employed to assess the surface deformation

field caused by geophysical phenomena. It provides invaluable help in earthquake

modelling, especially for locating blind seismogenic faults, as in the case of Athens,

Greece (figure 1(a)) earthquake of 7 September 1999 at 11:56:51 UTC (Kontoes et al.

2000).

However, the interferometric calculations suffered from noise interference

preventing the earthquake parameters to be assessed precisely. This noise is due to:

N Low frequency artefacts due to atmospheric and orbital effects, with a

wavelength larger than ,2 km.

N High frequency artefacts induced by DEM errors, with a wavelength smaller

than ,0.2 km.

N Intermediate frequency artefacts due to unwrapping failures, with a typical

wavelength of ,1 km (figure 1(b)).

The aim of this study was to produce a clear deformation pattern by minimising

each one of the low and intermediate frequency artefacts at the level of sub-cycle

[214, 14] mm, while keeping the original phase of each single interferogram intact.
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Note that the high frequency DEM artefacts, calculated as the ratio of the DEM

error (10m) over the interferometric ‘altitude of ambiguity’ (30 m–500 m) (Massonet

et al. 1998) were all originally below the cycle level (0.3–0.02 cycles). The proposed

technique applies stacking, low- (and high-) pass filtering.

2. Data analysis

Seventeen ERS-1 and ERS-2 raw images, acquired before and after the earthquake,

spanning the period from December 1997 to January 2001, where used. Eighty-one

pre-, co-, and post-seismic interferograms were calculated, using the CNES

DIAPASON software. Among them, thirty-one of the most coherent, in time and

space, interferograms were used to calculate a collective coherence mask, defined as

the average standard deviation of the phase values within a three pixel wide moving

window (Chaabane et al. 2003). Figure 2 illustrates a time versus baseline diagram of

the 81 interferograms, with the thick lines representing the 31 combinations used.

3. Processing step 1: Unwrapping and minimisation of orbital effects

The selected interferograms were unwrapped using the SNAPHU software

developed by Chen et al. (2000). Initially the orbital effects of the co-seismic

interferograms (figures 3(a) and 3(b)) were minimised as follows. The edges of the

interferograms falling far outside the deformation pattern modelled by Kontoes et al.

(2000) were considered intact by the earthquake. The collective coherence mask was

used for selecting and keeping in the calculations only the most coherent pixels

located at the edges of the interferograms. The deformation of the pixels at the edges

of the interferograms was expected to follow a well-defined t-student distribution

around a local zero mean. Then, by forcing each local deformation mean to zero,

pairs of linear transformations applying to north–south and east–west directions

was produced. These linear transformations were used to reassess the interfero-

metric pixel values, resulting in a new set of interferograms on which the orbital

fringe effect was minimised as in figures 3(c) and 3(d). Analysing the phase values on

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) The study area. (b) The interferometric spectral density along a section
crossing the earthquake area. It corresponds to a co-seismic interferogram spanning the
period from 19 September 1998 to 9 October 1999.
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the section ‘cs’ crossing the deformed area in the west–east direction shows that the

achieved phase correction reached a maximum level of 25mm (,4 fringes) along the

32 km section length. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the effect of tilting and shifting

applied to the plotted phase values. The resulted interferograms are denoted

hereafter as ‘tilted-shifted’ co-seismic interferograms.

4. Processing step 2: Stacking and filtering

The tilted-shifted unwrapped interferograms (figure 3(d)) were stacked to obtain a

temporal mean deformation field. The stacking technique produced a mean image

Si,j defined as:

Si,j5mean (I1(i, j), I2(i, j), …, In(i, j)), where I51, …, K, j51, …, L, n is the number

of interferometric images, K and L denote the size of the images in pixels, and Im (i,

j) is the pixel value at pixel location (i, j).

The stacked image was low pass filtered using a 2 km wide kernel (figure 4). It was

considered the best-suited kernel size between the tested ones (1 km, 2 km and 4 km).

As shown in figure 5(a), illustrating the spectral density of the stacked interferogram

along ‘cs’ (plot (a)), the use of kernel sizes other than 2 km resulted either in excess

smoothing (plot (d)) or retention of noise (plot (b)) at intermediate to low

frequencies wavelengths. The comparison of plots (a) and (c) shows that the resulted

mean approximation of the deformation field is mostly released from high and

intermediate frequencies. This deformation field image was used to correct the

unwrapping algorithm noise on each single interferogram as follows.

5. Processing step 3: Correction of unwrapping failures

The resulting deformation field of figure 4 was subtracted from each single co-

seismic interferogram. This resulted in a set of images where the deformation pattern

of the main earthquake was almost eliminated. The different images were affected

by artefacts described in figure 1(b) (apart from orbital since they were minimised in

processing step 1). These images were low pass filtered using a 4 km wide kernel,

which resulted in keeping only low frequency variation patterns caused mainly by

Figure 2. The set of interferometric pairs used in the study. The vertical dotted line indicates
the date of the earthquake occurrence. The interferogram samples are located in the study
area shown in figure 1(a).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d )

Figure 3. An example demonstrating the effect of tilting-shifting procedure applied on the
single interferogram spanning the period from 19 September 1998 to 9 October 1999. (a)
Initial interferogram calculated by the DIAPASON software. The orbital artefacts are visible.
(b) The same interferogram after unwrapping using the SNAPHU software. (c) The phase
interferograms and (d) the corresponding unwrapped interferograms after minimization of
orbit artefacts. The plot diagrams 1 and 2 show the unwrapped phase values along section ‘cs’
before and after minimisation of orbit artefacts.
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Figure 4. Stacked low pass filtered image.

(b)(a)

Figure 5. (a) The effect of low pass spatial filtering in the frequency domain along section
‘cs’. (b) The minimisation of unwrapping artefacts in the frequency domain along section ‘cs’.
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the atmosphere. Several kernel sizes were tested but, examining the corresponding

spectral densities, it was evident that the 4 km wide kernel was best suited for

removing the intermediate and high frequency patterns. Each of the resulting low

frequency images was subtracted from the initial tilted-shifted co-seismic

interferograms keeping only the intermediate and high frequency residuals. A

simpler processing flow was also tested, rendering quite similar results in the

retention of intermediate and high frequency residuals, applying high pass filtering

in the frequency domain, instead using spatial convolution. At this processing stage

the obtained phase residuals are mostly released by orbital (step 1), earthquake

(steps 2 and 3), and atmospheric disturbances (step 3), all being minimised to sub-

cycle level [214, 14] mm. As already mentioned, the high frequency artefacts due to

DEM errors were originally below the cycle level attributing only to a very small

percentage of the cycle (0.3–0.02 cycles). Therefore the remaining phase residuals

exceeding the range of a cycle are due to unwrapping cycle slipping caused by

algorithmic calculations. All pixels affected by algorithmic artefacts were identified

and their corresponding phase values were shifted by one fringe until within the

right cycle level. The improvement is evident when analysing plots (a) and (b) of

figure 5(b), illustrating the spectral density along the section ‘cs’ before and after

processing of a single interferogram.

6. Validation

Stacking all processed single interferograms resulted in the improved deformation

field of figure 6. In order to assess the value of the proposed processing technique,

the initial as well as processed single and stacked interferograms were compared

with a set of in situ levelling observations, which had been available for the test area

before and after the earthquake event. This set comprises of 10 levelling

measurements taken along the Mornos river open aqueduct (figure 6) crossing the

area (figure 1(a)). The National Technical University of Athens, Department of

Surveying Engineering, conducted a series of levelling operations from 1984 and

2001 respectively (Kotsis et al. 2004). At each levelling point the corresponding

elevation values were subtracted, to estimate the aqueduct elevation change due to

the earthquake. The accuracy level in the calculations of the elevation change was

estimated to be of 4 mm.

The comparison of the elevation changes provided by the corrected interfero-

metric calculations and the in-situ levelling data are shown graphically in figure 7(a)

and (b). The accordance of in situ measurements and the corresponding

interferometric estimations after processing is apparent. The improvement of a

single unwrapped interferogram, in terms of mean absolute error, was estimated to

be of the order of 29.9% of a fringe (figure 7(a)) and 30.5% of a fringe for the stacked

interferograms (figure 7(b)).

7. Conclusions

The proposed technique minimised the orbital effects and the intermediate

frequency unwrapping failures from interferometric calculations. The suggested

stacking and filtering approach showed a clear deformation pattern of the

earthquake, released from the aforementioned artefacts and from atmospheric

disturbances. This process does not alter the essential part of the phase values of the

initial interferograms and it is completely reversible. The resulted deformation
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Figure 6. The improved deformation pattern of the earthquake. The cross hair points
indicate the locations of the levelling positions along the Mornos river open aqueduct.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Relative elevation change estimations caused by the earthquake along the Mornos
river open aqueduct. The interferometric calculations of the elevation change and the
corresponding levelling data are illustrated. Plate (a) compares the estimations provided by a
single co-seismic interferogram (spanning the period from 19 September 1998 to 9 October
1999) with the in-situ measurements before and after processing. Plate (b) shows the same for
the stacked interferograms. The accordance of the two data sets is obvious.
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products contribute to a more accurate assessment of the deformation source
parameters and could be utilised to assess slow rate seismic displacements.
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